Most widely deployed shipping solution on the market

Kewill Clippership
Clippership is the most widely deployed parcel
shipping solution on the market today and
enables users to achieve new levels of shipping
automation, easily efficiently and cost-effectively.

Clippership provides easy maintenance of carrier
compliance and allows you to submit manifests
electronically and generate compliant labels and
documentation.

This powerful, PC-based solution enables
organizations to ship with multiple carriers right
from one system eliminating the requirement for
shippers to learn multiple systems.

Using Kewill’s integration tool (Kewill Integrate)
based on Microsoft’s scripting language VBA,
Clippership can be integrated with virtually any
back office, order management or WMS. This
flexible integration enables users to streamline
the fulfillment process, eliminate re-keying errors
and provide complete shipment visibility.
Standard interfaces for most popular systems are
available including: Activant, Great Plains, High
Jump, Oracle, Radio Beacon, SAP and Sigma
Micro.

Rate and service shopping to determine optimal
shipment rates and routing allows Clippership
users to significantly reduce freight expenditure.
Organizations shipping 100+ packages a day
normally see a return on investment within 6-12
months through reduced freight costs alone.

“Clippership has made an
enormous difference for our
shipping operations, with up
to 3,000 products going out
of our warehouse per day, we
really appreciate the
simplified processing that we
can rely on with Kewill.”
- Darren Hanes,
Small Package Shipping Manager,
Whirlpool

systems, warehouse management applications or
browser-based rating systems.

Core Capabilities
Multi-Carrier Compliance
Automate shipping for all carriers. Enjoy the
benefits of full carrier compliance, including
compliance labeling, reporting, and electronic
manifesting.
•
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•

BAX Global
FedEx Express
UPS
US Postal Service
OnTrac

•
•
•
•
•

DHL
FedEx Ground
UPS Supply Chain Services
LoneStar Overnight
Eastern Connection

Rate Shopping
To get the best carrier rates and services, you
need to shop around. Clippership provides you
with all the information you need to get the best
shipping rate for every package you ship.
• Clippership can shop for the “best” carrier based on
cost, as well as weight, zone, and zip code

LTL Rating
Clippership’s support of SMC3’s RateWare®
technology provides shippers with the most
comprehensive system to manage compliance for
parcel and LTL shipments. The solution offers a
simplified process for updating LTL tariff
information while the ability to rate shop across
parcel and LTL carriers simplifies transportation
decisions and reduces costs.
• A simplified process for updating LTL tariff
information
• Accurate decision-making on transportation pricing
for both parcels and LTLs
• Ability to define various discounting methods for LTL
carriers
• Ability to import more than 3,500 different Rate
Modules offered by SMC3
• Reduced labor cost through fewer manual processes
• Faster responses to shipping inquiries
• One system to manage all transportation needs

Integration into other Applications
One of the most important aspects of a shipping
system is the degree to which it can integrate into
your larger information environment. Using Kewill’s
integration tool, Kewill.Integrate, users can
exchange information with virtually any other
system and integrate with order processing

• Reduce customization costs and support
• Improve productivity by integrating new applications
with corporate legacy systems
• Improve productivity by adding new features to standard
applications
• Improve productivity with fast, trouble-free execution
• Improve reliability by leaving standard software
applications intact
• Reduce the risk of losing long-term support of standard
systems

Reporting
Clippership can help you turn raw shipping data into
incredibly useful management information. Clippership
produces carrier manifest reports, as well as a number
of standard reports that can be used for anlaysis and
charge-back purposes.
• Get the kind of information you need to properly monitor
shipping activity, analyze costs, and identify future
trends by designing your own reports, forms, and
queries.

Alternate Rates
Calculate and compare alternate rates based on
criteria such as negotiated and retail rates. This
feature is useful for determining potential markups.
• Stores alternate “retail” rates, while the manifest
maintains the actual carrier charges
• Provides data that can be used to generate expenses
• While designed for pack and ship operations, this module
also provides value for sophisticated billing applications.
For example, you may want to ship Next Day Air, but bill
your customer for Ground freight

Printing Solutions
Clippership supports forms and carrier-required
documentation such as Manifest reports, Shipping,
tracking and compliance labels, DOCTag, Invoices.
• Supports multiple types of printers including
LaserJet
• Enables users to manage multiple documents
through one central system
• Labels pre-configured to meet carrier
specifications
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